The Collaborative Archaeology Workgroup (CAW) is a group of graduate students at the University of Michigan from various departments who share an interest in archaeological research, theory, and methods. The group is dedicated to promoting interdisciplinary research and facilitating the exchange of information among all students interested in studying the past through archaeological techniques. CAW is a Rackham Interdisciplinary Workshop.

https://maizepages.umich.edu/organization/CAW/

The organizers wish to thank the Department of Anthropology, the Interdepartmental Program in Classical Art & Archaeology, the Rackham Graduate School, and the International Institute.

Abstracts may be found online at http://tinyurl.com/caw-abstracts
Friday, March 18th, 2016 (West Hall 411)

First session: **Recent Archaeometric Studies in Mobility** (3:00–4:50 PM)

**Bodies in motion: How bioarchaeology can contribute to studies of movement and mobility in the past.** Jess Beck (Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan)

**Mobility in Central Alaska: Investigating the Integration of Migratory Resources into the Subsistence Round.** Bree Doering (Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan)

**Testing the Seasonality of Site 20MD263: Preliminary Data from a Midland Michigan Site.** Elspeth Geiger (Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan)

**Packing light: The implications of Neanderthal metabolic requirements on mobility and the expression of complex behaviors.** Kyra Pazan (Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan)

Discussant: Dr. Brian Stewart (Assistant Professor of Anthropology, University of Michigan)

**Break** (4:50–5:00 PM)

Opening Night Address (5:00–6:00 PM): **Sea Ways and Sea Links: Mobility and Migration in the Indian Ocean**.

Dr. Henry Wright (Professor of Anthropology, University of Michigan)

Saturday, March 19th, 2015 (West Hall 411)

Second session: **Networks of Movement: The Mobility of People and Artifacts** (10:00 AM–12:30 PM)

**Sacbes, Cenotes, and the Permanence of Movement in Tzacaúl, Yucatán.** Chelsea Fisher (Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan)

**Rooted in the Past: The Archaeological Significance of Crooked Trees in Northern Michigan.** Kat Slocum (Department of Anthropology, Wayne State University)

Discussant: Dr. Carla Sinopoli (Professor of Anthropology, University of Michigan)

**Break** (4:50–5:00 PM)

Keynote Address (5:00–6:00 PM): **By the River of Hattušaš: Deportation in the Hittite Empire**.

Dr. Greg Schachner (Professor of Anthropology, University of California, Los Angeles)

Saturday, March 19th, 2015 (West Hall 411)

Lunch, Titiev Library (12:30–1:30 PM)

Third session: **Complex Societies and Forced Migration in the Premodern World** (1:30–3:00 PM)

**By the River of Hattušaš: Deportation in the Hittite Empire.** Timothy Leonard (Department of Near Eastern Studies, University of Michigan)

**Reconsidering the Pisidian Colonization of Kabalia in Southwestern Anatolia.** Christina DiFabio (Interdepartmental Program in Classical Art and Archaeology, University of Michigan)

**The Vertical Archipelago and Migration in the Andes: Comparing Highland and Coastal States.** Jordan Dalton (Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan)

Discussant: Dr. Christopher Ratté (Professor of Classical Archaeology, University of Michigan)

**Break** (3:00–3:15 PM)

Final Reception, Titiev Library (4:30–5:30 PM)